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ABSTRACT:Weinvestigated the thermodynamic processes of
two-dimensional (2D) metallo-supramolecular self-assembly at
molecular resolution using scanning tunneling microscopy and
variable-temperature low-energy electron diffraction. On a Au-
(111) substrate, tripyridyl ligands coordinated with Cu in a
twofold Cu�pyridyl binding mode or with Fe in a threefold
Fe�pyridyl bindingmode, forming a 2Dopennetwork structure
in each case. The network structures exhibited remarkable
thermal stability (600 K for the Cu-coordinated network and
680K for theFe-coordinatednetwork).TheFe�pyridyl binding
was selected thermodynamically as well as kinetically in self-
assembly involving bothmodes. The selectivity can be effectively
suppressed in a specifically designed self-assembly route.

This report describes a single-molecule-resolution study of the
self-assembly thermodynamics and selectivity of two-dimen-

sional (2D) metallo-supramolecular systems. Supramolecular
self-assembly is a highly complex and dynamic process. Particularly,
in systemswith competing bindingmodes, thermodynamic or kinetic
selectivity among many possible alternatives decides the pathway
leading to the output structure.1�6 In recent years, the concept of 2D
supramolecular self-assembly (i.e., at solid�liquid or solid�vacuum
interfaces) has been introduced.7�11 In contrast to 3D self-assembly,
fewer degrees of freedom are available for molecules and atoms
confined at interfaces. Furthermore, the self-assembly process and the
structures that are formed at interfaces are both subject tomolecule�
substrate and atom�substrate interactions.9�11 These unique fea-
tures are expected to bring distinctive thermodynamic characteristics,
and thus, an in-depth investigation of the thermodynamics of 2D
supramolecular self-assembly is highly desirable andmay allow for the
design of complex low-dimensional supramolecular structures having
desired properties and functionality.

Here we report that on a Au(111) surface, molecular ligands of
1,3,5-tris(pyridyl)benzene (TPyB, shown in Scheme 1) assemble
with Cu or Fe, forming twofold Cu�py (py = pyridyl) coordination
or threefold Fe�py coordination. The self-assembly processes are
reversible, and the thermodynamic equilibria were assessed by the
binding constantsKCu andKFe.When bothCu and Fe are engaged in
the self-assembly, the Fe�py coordination is selected both thermo-
dynamically and kinetically.

Figure 1a is a representative scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) topograph of the honeycomb structure formed byCu and
TPyB. The STM image clearly reveals that two adjacent molecules
point toward each other collinearly. Considering the repulsive force
between the two terminal py groups, we propose that twofold linear

py�Cu�py coordination stabilizes the honeycomb network
structure,12�14 as illustrated by the structural model in Figure 1b.
The lattice constant of the network (see the rhombus unit cell in
Figure 1a) is 2.73( 0.05 nm. In large-scale STM images, (see Figure
S1 in the Supporting Information) network domains with two
different orientations were identified. The angle between the two
domain orientations was 28 ( 2�, as estimated from the STM
topographs as well as Fourier transforms of the large-scale images
(Figure 1c). A low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) pattern of the
TPyB�Cu network acquired at room temperature (293 K) is shown
in Figure 1d. This LEED pattern reproduced the signatures of the
Fourier transform.15,16 The LEED data infer that the network
periodicity is 2.76 ( 0.05 nm and that the networks are oriented at
an angle of 14( 2�with respect to the Æ112ædirectionof theAu(111)
surface lattice. The structural characteristics determined by LEED
agree fairly well with the STM results.

To investigate the dynamic process of the self-assembly, we
acquired a series of LEED data as the samples were annealed to
higher temperatures. Figure 1e,f shows two snapshots of such a series,
acquired at sample temperatures of 571 and 643K, respectively. It can
be seen that the diffraction pattern is still recognizable at 571 K but
unrecognizable at 643 K. As the mean network domain size
(∼50 nm; see Figure S1) was larger than the beam coherence length
(∼10 nm) and much smaller than the beam size (∼2 mm), the
diffraction spot intensity was related to the total area of the network
phase.17�19 Figure 1g displays the line profiles of the diffraction
intensity along the (0,1) direction as a function of sample tempera-
ture, providing a temperature-dependent monitor of the evolution of
the networks. Figure 1g shows that the signature of the (0,1) spot
becomes weak at elevated temperatures and vanishes above 600 K,
indicating shrinkageof the total network area at elevated temperatures
and complete dissolution of the networks at 600 K. It is known that

Scheme 1. Schematic Representation of Self-Assembly
Pathways Involving Different Binding Modes
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porous coordinationmaterials are thermally less stable than inorganic
materials because of the presence of the coordination bonds. Frame-
work structures typically are not stable above 500 K, except for a few
examples exhibiting greater thermal stability.20�23 As the 2D
TPyB�Cu system consisted of only one layer of coordination
network, its thermal stability up to 600 K was remarkably high.24

The gradual reduction of the network area is a manifestation of the
reversible self-assembly process in which the TPyBmolecules are in a
thermodynamic equilibrium between incorporation in the networks
via Cu coordination and being in the molecular phase.25�28 This
process can be described by the equationCuþ TPyBaTPyB�Cu,
whereTPyBandTPyB�Curefer to the free andCu-boundmolecular
species, respectively. The affinity of TPyB�Cu coordination is related
to the binding constant KCu, which assesses the thermodynamic
equilibrium of the self-assembly process. The binding constant can be
evaluated from the concentrations of the coordinated and noncoordi-
nated TPyB molecules present on the surface: KCu = [TPyB�Cu]/
([TPyB][Cu]). Under our experimental conditions, Cu was always
overdosed (as indicated by the Cu islands grown at the Au(111) step
edges; seeFigure S2), so [Cu] is the 2Dvaporized adatomgas density,
which increases exponentially with temperature. The concentration of
the freemolecules is [TPyB]0� [TPyB�Cu], where [TPyB]0 is the
total molecule density given by deposition. The concentration of the
coordinated molecules, [TPyB�Cu], is proportional to the total area
of the TPyB�Cu networks, which is related to the intensity of the
LEED (0,1) spot. Hence, Figure 1g implies that [TPyB�Cu] de-
creases at elevated temperatures and reaches a very low value (below
the LEED detection limit) above 600 K. Thus, the numerator (deno-
minator) in the binding constant expression is reduced (enlarged) at
elevated temperatures, indicating that the binding constant decreases
with increasing temperature and reaches a minimum value above
600 K. This behavior is in accordance with the van’t Hoff equation.

A different type of network was observed as Fe atoms were
codeposited with TPyB on the surface. As shown in a representative
STM topograph (Figure 2a), this structure is a triangular network in
which three adjacent molecules are linked through their terminal py
groups in a trigonal manner. The structural model (Figure 2b) shows
three py ligands coordinated by a central Fe atom in a threefold
trigonal configuration. The rhombus frame in Figure 2a denotes the
unit cell of the TPyB�Fe triangular lattice with a lattice constant of
1.40(0.05nm.TheFourier transformof the large-scale STMimages
(Figure 2c) shows network domains having twodifferent orientations
at an angle of 22( 2�. A LEED pattern of the TPyB�Fe networks
acquired at room temperature (Figure 2d) resembles the Fourier
transform. Again, the LEED- and STM-resolved structural character-
istics agree with each other very well. Figure 2e,f shows two snapshots
of LEEDdata in a heating series of theTPyB�Fenetworks at 653 and
693 K, respectively. The LEED pattern is recognizable at 653 K,
indicating that this structure can survive a higher temperature than the
TPyB�Cu networks. Figure 2g shows the line profiles of the
diffraction intensity along the (0,1) direction as a function of sample
temperature. The intensity reduction of the (0,1) spot at elevated
temperatures is less dramatic than for the TPyB�Cu structure,
implying that the rate of decrease in the total network area at higher
temperatures is lower. The networks are thermally stable up to
∼680 K, about 80 degrees higher than for the TPyB�Cu phase.
Similarly, the self-assembly process canbe described as FeþTPyBa
TPyB�Fe, and the binding constant is KFe = [TPyB�Fe]/
([TPyB][Fe]). The LEED data imply that (1) KFe decays more
slowly at elevated temperatures than KCu and (2) KFe reaches the
minimum at a temperature 80 degrees higher than that for KCu.

To study the selectivity in the self-assembly involving bothbinding
modes, we prepared samples in which TPyB molecules were
deposited with a mixture of Fe and Cu according to two different
deposition sequences.29Thefirst sequence (denoted as S-I) involved
deposition of Cu and Fe first and then TPyB. The second sequence

Figure 1. (a) STM topograph of the TPyB�Cunetwork (scale bar: 3 nm).
(b) Structuralmodel of theTPyB�Cunetwork (Cu in green andN in blue).
(c) Fourier transformof the large-scale STMdata. The rhombus frames show
the two sets of diffraction spots. (d�f) LEED (15 eV) patterns of the
TPyB�Cu phase acquired at 293, 571, and 643 K, respectively. (g) LEED
intensity profiles along the (0,1) direction as a function of sample
temperature.

Figure 2. (a) STM topograph of the TPyB�Fe network (scale bar: 2 nm).
(b) Structural model of the TPyB�Fe network (Fe in purple andN in blue).
(c) Fourier transformof the large-scale STMdata. The rhombus frames show
the two sets of diffraction spots. (d�f) LEED (20 eV) patterns of the
TPyB�Fe phase acquired at 293, 653, and 693 K, respectively. (g) LEED
intensity profiles along the (0,1) direction as a functionof sample temperature.
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(denoted as S-II) involved initial deposition of Cu and TPyB,
annealing to form the large TPyB�Cu networks, and lately deposi-
tion of Fe. After STM characterizations, the samples were annealed
step-by-step at higher temperatures, and after each annealing step,
the samples were characterized by STM. As Figure 3 shows, different
network structures (e.g., a mixture of TPyB�Cu and TPyB�Fe,
pure TPyB�Cu, or pure TPyB�Fe) were observed depending on
the deposition sequence and annealing temperature.

Figure 3a,c shows representative STM topographs of S-I and S-II
samples, respectively, without any annealing. On the S-I sample, the
TPyB molecules were predominantly incorporated in the
TPyB�Fe phase, with only a very few in the TPyB�Cu phase
(see the circled area in Figure 3a). In contrast, on the S-II sample
(Figure 3c), most of the TPyB molecules were incorporated in the
TPyB�Cu phase, while the Fe atoms nucleated into small islands
on the bareAu substrate aswell as inside theTPyB�Cuhoneycomb
networks. Detailed inspection revealed that in both regions, Fe
islands decorated the elbow sites of the herringbone reconstruction
of Au(111). This observation suggests that the randomly deposited

Fe atoms diffuse freely through the TPyB�Cu networks without
damaging the network motifs.30 After the samples were annealed at
400 K or higher temperatures, only the TPyB�Fe phase was
present on the S-I sample (Figure 3b). Similarly, the pureTPyB�Fe
phase was present on the S-II sample after annealing at higher
temperatures (∼500 K) (Figure 3f). Thus, independent of the
deposition sequence, the final structure after the high-temperature
annealing was always the pure TPyB�Fe phase. It should be noted
that on both samples, Cu islands were present after the high-
temperature annealing (see the circle in Figure 3f), excluding the
possibility that formation of the TPyB�Fe phase was due to Cu
deficiency. Since the thermodynamic equilibrium was reached after
the high-temperature annealing, one can conclude that the Fe�py
binding mode is thermodynamically selected.

On the other hand, the existence of the TPyB�Cu phase at
293 K in Figure 3c indicates that the self-assembly processes did
not reach the equilibrium at this temperature and hence were
controlled by the kinetic selectivity. On the S-I sample, both Cu
and Fe were present as the TPyB molecules were deposited, so
the rate constants for Cu�py binding and Fe�py binding
determined which phase was selected. A statistical analysis of
the STM data for the S-I sample found that at 293 K, the number
of TPyB molecules incorporated into the TPyB�Fe phase was
∼9 times that in the TPyB�Cu phase. As the concentration of
free molecules, [TPyB], was same for both coordination pro-
cesses, we estimate that the rate constant for Fe�py binding is
about three orders of magnitude larger than that for Cu�py
binding (the bulk (3D) vapor pressure of Cu is 3�4 orders of
magnitude higher than that of Fe at same temperature.31,32 On a
surface, the [Cu]/[Fe] ratio can be approximately estimated as
the two-thirds power of the bulk ratio because there are only two
dimensions, giving rise to a [Cu]/[Fe] ratio larger than 100.)

Thermodynamically favored processes can be inhibited kinetically
by invoking kinetic control.33,34 This effect was clearly manifested on
the S-II sample, where the thermodynamically and kinetically less-
favored TPyB�Cu binding was artificially formed first by adjusting
the deposition sequence. Figure 3c reveals that at 293 K, the pre-
formedTPyB�Cuphasewas almost unchanged after introduction of
Fe, indicating that the dissociation of theCu�py binding is very slow,
significantly hindering the Fe�py binding even though the latter is
the thermodynamically and kinetically favored mode. Figure 3d�f
shows the STM topographs of the sample annealed at 410, 450, and
500 K, respectively. After annealing at 410 K, small islands of the
TPyB�Fe phase could be identified (marked by the circles in
Figure 3d), while most of the molecules were still in the TPyB�Cu
phase. After annealing at 450 K, the area of the TPyB�Fe networks
(see the islands circled in Figure 3e) increased (containing roughly
half ofTPyBmolecules), whereas theTPyB�Cunetworks contained
the rest of molecules. After annealing at 500 K, the TPyB�Cu
networks vanished, and only the TPyB�Fe networks were present.

The structural evolution of the S-II sample at different annealing
temperatures was also monitored by LEED. Figure 4a�c shows the
typical LEED patterns acquired at 293, 449, and 549 K, respectively.
These data imply that the TPyB�Cu phase was preserved at 449 K
and that at 549 K the TPyB�Cu phase disappeared but the
TPyB�Fe phase remained. Figure 4d is a LEED pattern acquired
as the sample was cooled down to room temperature; it shows the
signatures of the TPyB�Fe phase only. Figure 4e,f shows line profiles
of the diffraction intensities along the (0,1) direction of the two
phases as functions of temperature. The TPyB�Cu (0,1) spot
gradually decreases with increasing temperature but is still recogniz-
able up to 490 K. The TPyB�Fe (0,1) spot is recognizable up to the

Figure 3. STM topographs (a and b, 50 nm � 50 nm; c�f, 100 nm �
100 nm) of the sample prepared by depositing TPyB onto amixture of Cu
and Fe (a) at 293 K (the circle highlights a TPyB�Cu honeycomb unit)
and (b) after annealing at 400K. STM topographs of the sample prepared
by depositing Fe onto a preformed TPyB�Cu phase (c) at 293 K,
(d) after annealing at 410 K, (e) after annealing at 450 K (circles highlight
the TPyB�Fe networks with the characteristic defect lines), and (f) after
annealing at 500 K (the circle marks a Cu island).
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highest annealing temperature, 570 K. These data indicate that the
transformation from the TPyB�Cu phase to the TPyB�Fe phase
was complete at∼490K,which is∼90degrees higher than in the self-
assembly of the S-I sample. Therefore, the selectivity to form
TPyB�Fe is effectively suppressed along this self-assembly route.
In addition, the LEED data also reveal the notable fact that the
presence of Fe reduces the thermal stability of the TPyB�Cu
networks from∼600 to∼490K.This phenomenon canbe attributed
to the fact that the Fe atoms shift the equilibrium of the TPyB�Cu
self-assembly toward the dissociation side: as the freeTPyBmolecules
are consumed by incorporation into theTPyB�Fe networks, the free
molecule concentration [TPyB] is reduced; therefore, [TPyB�Cu]
is reduced at given values of the binding constant KCu and the Cu
concentration [Cu].

In summary, we have investigated the temperature-dependent
structural evolution of the 2D supramolecular self-assembly for
two different binding modes and their competive binding. We
have found that the Fe�py binding is selected over the Cu�py
binding both thermodynamically and kinetically. We have also
demonstrated that the selectivity can be suppressed by manip-
ulating the self-assembly route. Finally, we note that in systems
where metal atoms undergo appreciable desorption, bulk diffu-
sion, or cluster formation, this technique cannot provide accurate
information about the self-assembly dynamics.
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